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Summary
Although we have the impression that visual information
flows continuously from our sensory channels, recent
studies indicate that this is likely not the case. Rather, we
sample visual stimuli rhythmically, oscillating at 5–10 Hz
[1–3]. Electroencephalography (EEG) studies have demon-
strated that this rhythmicity is reflected by the phase of
ongoing brain oscillations in the same frequency [4–6].
Theoretically, brain oscillations could underlie the rhythmic
nature of perception by providing transient timewindows for
information exchange [7], but this question has not yet been
systematically addressed. We recorded simultaneous EEG-
fMRI while human participants performed a contour integra-
tion task and show that ongoing brain oscillations prior to
stimulus onset predict functional connectivity between
higher and lower level visual processing regions. Specif-
ically, our results demonstrate that the phase of a 7 Hz
oscillation prior to stimulus onset predicts perceptual per-
formance and the bidirectional information flow between
the left lateral occipital cortex and right intraparietal sulcus,
as indicated by psychophysiological interaction and dy-
namic causal modeling. These findings suggest that human
brain oscillations periodically gate visual perception at
around 7 Hz by providing transient time windows for long-
distance cortical information transfer. Such gating might
be a general mechanism underlying the rhythmic nature of
human perception.Results
Thirteen healthy volunteers (mean age 24.2 years; six male,
seven female) performed a perceptual integration task while
their electroencephalogram (EEG) and fMRI were recorded
simultaneously. We adopted a contour detection task where
the target is defined by the relative orientation as well as by
the spatial arrangement of distributed Gabor patches [8]. The
orientation of the patches is known to be coded at initial stages
of processing and represented within retinotopic featuremaps6These authors contributed equally to this work
*Correspondence: s.hanslmayr@bham.ac.uk (S.H.), gregor.volberg@
psychologie.uni-r.de (G.V.)in visual areas V1–V4 [9, 10], as well as in posterior parts of the
lateral occipital complex, LO1 and LO2 [11]. Because of the
limited receptive field size of orientation-selective neurons, a
spatial reference, presumably provided by the parietal brain,
is then needed to select target candidates from the low-tier
units and integrate them across space [12, 13]. A contour
detection task is therefore ideally suited for investigating neu-
ral long-range communication between higher- and lower-
order visual processing regions [14].
Stimuli were composed of 100 Gabor patches each. On half
of the presentations, the displays contained a contour consist-
ing of patches with a partially aligned orientation, whereas on
the other half, no contour was present (Figure 1A). The task
was to indicate the presence or absence of a contour by
means of a button press. Participants responded with either
the left or the right hand, with the mapping of the response
hand to the contour/noncontour stimulus being counterbal-
anced across subjects. Stimuli were shown very briefly
(194 ms) in order to avoid eye movements (Figure 1B) and
were constructed for each volunteer individually such that
each participant achieved approximately 75% correct re-
sponses (obtained by preliminary testing; see Supplemental
Experimental Procedures and Figure S1 available online). All
participants were able to discriminate between contour and
noncontour stimuli in the main experiment, as reflected in a
mean hit rate of 72.34% (SD 8.59%) and a mean false-alarm
rate of 23.96% (SD 10.87%). The mean d0 measure was 1.37
(SD 0.53).
Prestimulus EEG Phase Predicts Perceptual Integration
After denoising the EEG data from artifacts induced by the
scanning environment, the EEG trials corresponding to con-
tour stimuli were divided into those where the contour was
detected (hits) or not detected (misses). Noncontour trials
were discarded from the analysis. Following prior studies,
the phase distributions of hits and misses were compared by
means of the phase-bifurcation index [15, 16], which is greater
than zero when the mean phase direction between two condi-
tions ismaximally different, i.e., shows a 180 phase difference
(Supplemental Experimental Procedures). As shown in Fig-
ure 2A, a pronounced increase in the phase bifurcation index
(randomization test; pcorr < 0.05) was evident shortly before
stimulus onset (around 2250 ms) in a frequency range
centered at 7 Hz. Note that this effect disappears at stimulus
onset, which can be attributed to temporal smearing induced
by the filter (i.e., smearing the poststimulus event-related
potential [ERP] into the prestimulus interval, thus decreasing
the phase opposition between hits and misses). This effect
wasmost pronounced over frontocentral and left parietal elec-
trodes. Both the topography and the time-frequency window
of this effect closely replicated previous findings [15, 16],
showing that reliable EEG results were obtained despite the
background noise induced in the EEG by fMRI. Examining
prestimulus phase distributions (2250 ms; 7 Hz) at frontocen-
tral electrode sites between hits and misses revealed that
across participants, hits clustered around 2pi or pi, whereas
misses clustered around 0 phase angle (Figure 2B; Kuiper
test; K = 117; p < 0.05). To test for a continuous relationship
Figure 1. Stimuli and Procedure
Typical examples for contour and noncontour stimuli (A) and schematic
depiction of a trial sequence (B).
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2274between EEG phase and performance, we sorted single trials
according to prestimulus phase (7 Hz; 2250 ms), and we
then averaged perception performance with a sliding moving
window (Supplemental Experimental Procedures). As shown
in Figure 2C, behavioral performance clearly followed an in-
verted cosine function, with perceptual performance being
lowest at 0 and highest at 2pi or pi phase angles (circular-
to-linear correlation; rho = 0.97; p < 0.001; Figure 2C).
This phase difference between hits and misses was also
observable in the ERP data, which showed a significant differ-
ence around 250 ms (w1.5 cycles at 7 Hz) prior to stimulus
presentation (randomization test; pcorr < 0.05), with opposite
polarities over frontocentral and left parieto-occipital elec-
trodes (Figure 3A). This topography is suggestive of a pari-
eto-occipital dipole structure (Figures 3B). Crucially, a similar
effect emerged roughly 145 ms later (105 ms; <1 cycle prior
to stimulus presentation; Figure 3A). Additional analyses on
the ERP difference waveforms (misses 2 hits) revealed a
peak at around 7 Hz in the prestimulus interval (Figure 3C),Figure 2. Ongoing Phase Modulates Perception
(A) Significant differences between hits and misses as measured by the phase
(x axis) and frequency (y axis) domains. A significant cluster (p corrected for m
presentation and showed a frontocentral and left parietal topography.
(B) The prestimulus phase direction averaged across all subjects is shown for
misses clustered around 0.
(C) Performance sorted according to prestimulus phase (7 Hz; 250 ms; same el
shown in red. The shaded area represents the mean SE.and applying a notch filter centered at 7 Hz reduced this differ-
ence considerably (Figure S2A). To minimize the possibility
that the observed phase differences at 7 Hz were driven by
saccades, we performed a control analysis on vertical and
horizontal electro-oculogram (EOG) signals. Contrasting oscil-
latory amplitudes between hits and misses for these EOG
signals revealed no significant difference (pcorr > 0.5), suggest-
ing that the observed phase effects were not driven by sac-
cades (Figures S2B and S2C). Together, these data suggest
that the phase difference is indeed driven by a 7 Hz oscillation.
Note that even though stimulus duration in the current exper-
iment covered more than one cycle of a 7 Hz oscillation [17],
the phase at stimulus onset nevertheless determines how
many duty cycles, i.e., open windows for neural communica-
tion, a stimulus will encounter during its presentation, thereby
impacting on perceptual integration (see Figure S3).
Prestimulus Phase Effect Is Generated in Occipital and
Parietal Regions and Gates BOLD
To examine the sources generating the prestimulus phase dif-
ference (2280 to 2220 ms), we applied source localization
over this interval to both the ERP for hits and the ERP for mis-
ses, making use of the individual MRI scans of each subject,
and contrasted the resulting source reconstructions (see Sup-
plemental Experimental Procedures). The results revealed that
the prestimulus phase difference was indeed generated in
visual processing regions in the left occipital cortex and the
right superior parietal cortex (Figure 4A). We next investigated
whether prestimulus phase influenced activity in visual pro-
cessing regions [18], by calculating correlations between
EEG phase (7 Hz; 2250 ms; averaged over significant fronto-
central electrodes) and the blood oxygen level-dependent
(BOLD) signal on a single-trial level. Since phase is a circular
variable, we used the cosine function of the phase values as
a single-trial modulator of the BOLD signal. A specific effect
of phase on BOLD amplitude emerged in the right intraparietal
sulcus (rIPS;wBA 7; Montreal Neurological Institute [MNI] co-
ordinates: x = 30, y =251, z = 63; puncorr < 0.001; k > 10 voxels;
Figure 4B), where the BOLD signal closely followed an inverted
cosine function (Figure 4B). Paralleling the behavioral results,
BOLD signal was highest when the stimulus was presentedbifurcation index (accumulated across all electrodes) are plotted in the time
ultiple comparisons) emerged centered at 7 Hz and 250 ms prior to stimulus
the electrodes highlighted in (A). Hits clustered around 2pi or pi, whereas
ectrodes as in B) is plotted (blue). The best-fitting inverted cosine function is
Figure 3. Event-Related Potential Results and
Dipole Fits
(A) The event-related potential (ERP) averaged
over frontocentral electrodes (white dots in the
upper adjacent topography). The topographies
of the prestimulus differences 2280 to 2220 ms
(top) and 2115 to 295 ms (bottom) between
hits and misses are shown on the right. Signifi-
cant electrodes are highlighted.
(B) Results of the dipole simulation. The upper
plot shows the best-fitting topography (2280 to
2220 ms) predicted by two dipoles: one in the
left LO1, and one in the right intraparietal sulcus
(rIPS). Dipole locations were derived from the
peak voxels obtained by the fMRI analysis (Fig-
ure 4). The residual variance of the dipole fit
was 0.252, indicating that nearly 75% of the vari-
ance could be explained by these two dipoles.
The lower plot shows the best-fitting topogra-
phies separately for the left occipital dipole (left)
and the right parietal dipole (right). Note that
neither of these two dipoles could fit the real
topography adequately alone.
(C) The time-frequency transformation (power) of
the ERP difference waveforms (misses 2 hits) is
shown in the upper panel for the electrodes
showing a significant difference in the ERP (high-
lighted in the right inlay). a.u., arbitrary units.
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2275at the optimal phase (2pi or pi), compared to when the stim-
ulus was shown at the nonoptimal phase (0). Accordingly,
prestimulus phase at 7 Hz appears to gate activity in the intra-
parietal sulcus. No effect was observed in the opposite direc-
tion (i.e., 2pi or pi < 0), and no effect in any other brain region
emerged. Additionally, we tested whether the parietal effect
was driven by differences between detected (hits) and unde-
tected (miss) stimuli rather than prestimulus phase. However,
no significant effects were obtained in this analysis (threshold
puncorr < 0.001; k > 10 voxels) in any direction (hits > misses or
misses > hits) in any brain region, suggesting that the BOLD
signal was indeed primarily driven by the prestimulus 7 Hz
phase.
Prestimulus Phase Predicts Bidirectional BOLD
Connectivity between Visual Processing Regions
Central to our hypothesis, the effect of prestimulus phase on
information transfer between the rIPS and lower visual pro-
cessing regions was examined in a two-step analysis. In a first
step, the effect of prestimulus phase on BOLD functional
connectivity (measured via BOLD correlation) was investi-
gated by means of a psychophysiological interaction analysis
(PPI [19]; Supplemental Experimental Procedures). PPI ad-
dresses the question of whether functional connectivity be-
tween a seed region and any other brain region is modulated
by an independent variable. In the present study, rIPS served
as a seed region, and the phase at 7 Hz, 250 ms prior to stim-
ulus presentation, was the independent variable. For this
analysis, single trials were split into quartiles depending on
prestimulus phase (2pi or pi; 2pi/2; 0; pi/2), and BOLD
connectivity was then compared between the quartile corre-
sponding to the most optimal (2pi or pi) and the least optimal
(0) phase. Following our hypothesis, PPI was restricted to the
occipital cortex (see Figure S4B for whole-brain analysis). The
only region where connectivity with the rIPS was predicted by
prestimulus phase (Figure 4C) was in the posterior part of the
left lateral occipital complex, LO1 (wBA 19; MNI coordinates:
x = 236; y = 287; z = 12). Area LO1 holds a retinotopicrepresentation of the visual input and, in contrast to the ante-
rior section of the lateral occipital complex, is selective for sim-
ple features like orientation [11]. Strikingly, when the stimulus
was presented during the least optimal phase at 0, there was
virtually no functional connectivity between left LO1 and
rIPS, whereas pronounced functional connectivity was evident
when the stimulus was shown during the optimal phase at2pi
or pi (Figure 4D). Having established functional connectivity
between rIPS and left LO1, we used dynamic causal modeling
(DCM; [20]) in a second step to test whether the prestimulus
phase affected information transfer between the two regions
in a bottom-up, top-down, or bidirectional manner. Impor-
tantly, DCM for fMRI data relies on not only temporal order
but also the spatiotemporal structure of the input signal and
can thus detect subtle changes in directionality [21] as evalu-
ated with invasive electrophysiology [22]. The DCM analysis
provided strong evidence for models implementing an effect
of phase on bidirectional information flow (random effects
analysis on family level; exceedance probability = 0.89;
Figure S4A).
Discussion
The current results demonstrate that prestimulus phase of a
low-frequency oscillation at 7 Hz predicts perceptual perfor-
mance and effective connectivity between higher- and lower-
level visual processing regions. The fMRI BOLD signal is tightly
coupled to the firing rates of neurons and high-frequency
oscillatory amplitudes [23, 24], suggesting that the BOLD
signal represents a proxy of the output of a neural assembly.
Moreover, it was demonstrated that ongoing low-frequency
oscillations gate neural firing [25] and high-frequency oscilla-
tions [26, 27]. Extending these previous studies, our results
suggest that the ongoing phase at 7 Hz synchronizes the
neural output between task-relevant distributed cortical cell
assemblies. This central result corroborates the recently
proposed communication-through-coherence hypothesis [7],
suggesting that oscillations route cortical information flow
Figure 4. Prestimulus Phase Difference Is Generated in Parietal and Occipital Brain Regions and Modulates Parietal BOLD Signal and Connectivity
(A) The source localization of the prestimulus ERP difference (280–220 ms; linearly constrained minimum variance beamformer) between hits and misses.
(B) The BOLD signal in the rIPSwasmodulated by prestimulus phase (7 Hz;2250ms; p < 0.001; k > 10 voxels). The plot on the right shows the beta estimates
of eight phase bins in the rIPS (blue) together with a fitted inverted cosine function (red). Note that the data points corresponding to2pi and pi are identical
(black dots). Error bars represent mean SE.
(C) When a stimulus was shown during the optimal phase (2pi or pi), connectivity between rIPS and left LO1 was significantly higher (p < 0.001; >10 voxels)
compared to when the stimulus was shown during the nonoptimal phase (0). DCM analysis (Figure S4A) indicated that phase influenced information flow
between LO1 and IPS in a bidirectional manner (orange arrows).
(D) Connectivity is shown bymeans of BOLD (normalized beta estimates) correlation plots for the optimal (2pi or pi) and nonoptimal phase bin (0). Note that
the BOLD correlation between LO1 and IPS was virtually absent when in the nonoptimal phase bin.
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2276[28–30]. Crucially, however, our findings demonstrate that
even when synchronized, two task-relevant brain regions will
transmit information only during the optimal, putatively excit-
atory phase and not during the nonoptimal, inhibitory phase.
These time windows for information transfer determine the
perception of an incoming near-threshold stimulus.
Several prior studies demonstrate the importance of 10 Hz
oscillations, the classical alpha band, for perceptual gating
[3, 31–33]. The findings reported here emerged in the 7 Hz
range, which falls in between the theta (w5 Hz) and alpha
(w10 Hz) bands but replicates previous behavioral and EEG
findings [2, 15, 16]. Future studies will need to investigate
whether the two frequency bands play differential roles for
perception, possibly depending on the task or stimulus mate-
rial used. Other prestimulus events might impinge on the
perception as well. For example, the cortical transfer of visual
information is suppressed shortly before and during saccadic
eye movements [34]. Saccadic suppression, even though un-
likely to have an influence on the effects reported here, can
therefore render a stimulus invisible even if it is shown at the
optimal phase within the 7 Hz cycle.Although the IPS preferentially connects to occipital areas
within the same cerebral hemisphere [35], our results show
an interhemispheric flow of information between the left area
LO1 and rIPS during contour perception. Gabor arrays as
used in the current experiment contain information on different
spatial scales, from local details to global stimulus configura-
tions. The lateralized pattern of activity mimics a known hemi-
spheric specialization for processing local level (left) andglobal
level (right) visual information that is prevalent within occipital
and parietal areas [36–38]. Given this hemispheric difference,
the present results indicate that a global percept emerges
dynamically from interhemispheric communication between
higher and lower visual brain structures. LO1 neurons are sen-
sitive for orientation [11, 39] and colinearity [40–42], thus cod-
ing information on a more local scale. By synchronizing neural
activity between this area and the parietal cortex, the firing
rates of LO1 neurons at the relevant locations can be enhanced
[14, 43], making the contour elements more salient and facili-
tating their segregation from the background. Presumably,
contour segmentscanbe integratedvia thismechanismacross
space, according to their orientation as a local grouping cue.
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2277Together, the present results suggest that a low-frequency
oscillatory signal at 7 Hz dynamically opens and closes the
time windows for sensory information transfer between
lower-level occipital and higher-level parietal brain regions.
Presumably, in the present perceptual integration task,
ongoing phase modulated the likelihood of integrating distrib-
uted local features into a coherent stimulus representation,
which can be consciously perceived and reported by the
participant. This interpretation fits with neural models of con-
sciousness stating that conscious perception requires the
ignition of long-distance neural loops [44]. Considering that
phase-modulated information exchange is bidirectional, our
results suggest that both feedforward and feedback connec-
tions are required for the perceptual integration of distributed
stimulus features [14]. Remarkably, the frequency in which we
found these effects exactly matches the behavioral time con-
stant of visual sampling [1, 2], suggesting that the oscillatory
gating of information transfer between cortical regions under-
lies the rhythmic nature of our visual system.Experimental Procedures
Stimuli and Procedure
The study was approved by the ethics committee of the University of Re-
gensburg (reference number 10-101-0035). Stimuli were arrays or Gabor el-
ements that did or did not contain a path of collinear-oriented elements
(‘‘contour’’ or ‘‘noncontour’’; Figure 1A). Details for the generation of the
stimuli are given in the Supplemental Experimental Procedures. Prior to
the EEG-fMRI experiment, a preliminary behavioral test was conducted
outside of the scanner to determine the stimulus parameters such that
each subject reached a performance of 75% hits.EEG Recording and Analysis
The EEG was recorded inside the scanner using an MR-compatible 64-
channel EEG system (Brain Products). Sixty-two channels were used to re-
cord scalp EEG (sampling rate 5 kHz) and were mounted in an elastic cap
(EasyCap, Herrsching-Breitbrunn) positioned according to the international
10-10 system. The EEG was initially referenced to FCz and later rerefer-
enced to average reference. The clock of the EEG amplifier was synchro-
nized to the clock output of the MR scanner using a SynchBox device (Brain
Products) to facilitate offline removal of the MR gradient artifact. Artifacts
induced by the MRI scanner were removed carefully using the FMRIB
plug-in for EEGLAB running under MATLAB (The Mathworks; see Supple-
mental Experimental Procedures).fMRI Recording and Analysis
Imaging was performed using a 3 TMR head scanner (Siemens Allegra). For
fMRI, 2,226–2,286 whole-brain volumes, consisting of 34 axial slices, were
acquired in three sessions using an interleaved, standard T2*-weighted
echo-planar imaging sequence (time repetition [TR] = 2000 ms; time echo
[TE] = 30 ms; flip angle 90; 64 3 64 matrices; in-plane resolution 3 3
3 mm; slice thickness 3 mm). Image preprocessing and statistical analysis
were carried out using SPM5 and SPM8 (Wellcome Department of Cognitive
Neurology, London; http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm), running under
MATLAB.Supplemental Information
Supplemental Information includes four figures and Supplemental Experi-
mental Procedures and can be found with this article online at http://dx.
doi.org/10.1016/j.cub.2013.09.020.Author Contributions
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